Manage the Ongoing Problem of Employee Non-compliance with Compliance Plus Training

Compliance Plus is new-school compliance training at a no-brainer price

Compliance Plus training is interactive, relevant, and engaging with real-life simulated scenarios to help teach your users how to respond in a challenging situation.

**Compliance Plus gives you:**

- A whole new library with fresh compliance content updated regularly
- Full coverage of legislative requirements, such as HIPAA and many others
- New-school high-quality customizable modules
- Short, interactive modules to keep learners focused, newsletters, docs, and posters are all included
- Completely automated compliance training campaigns with world-class support and extensive reporting

One of the most critical factors of meeting compliance requirements is your users’ understanding of those requirements and actually applying them on the job.

Senior Management, Risk, Compliance, and HR executives have been struggling with compliance training for years. Difficult topics are not sufficiently addressed causing major gaps between your current and ideal states. Linking compliance training to specific outcomes has been hard, and many executives even disagree that compliance training has a positive effect on their culture.

Up to now, compliance training has had a reputation for being challenging for organizations to offer, difficult to do right, and hard to move beyond a tick-box approach. Old-school compliance training is generally quite expensive to deliver because of the high per-user price tag.

**Time for new-school compliance training: Meet Compliance Plus**
Compliance Plus Training Topics Include:

**Diversity, Equity & Inclusion**
Encouraging acceptance of diverse workforces is a key goal of diversity training covering topics such as recognizing and addressing microaggressions. Our training on microaggressions approaches the issue head on and explains how to help your users avoid these roadblocks to an inclusive and equitable workplace.

**Workplace Safety**
The possibility of unexpected physical dangers, such as workplace violence, active shooters, or biological health hazards have become an unfortunate reality of the modern workplace. This training content teaches employees the vital steps they need to take in the event of situations like an active assailant attack at their workplace.

**Discrimination**
Our anti-discrimination training content teaches your users what discrimination looks like, how to avoid and stop it, and what steps managers should be taking to ensure a respectful and encouraging workplace for all.

**Data Privacy**
Our data privacy training content lays out the importance of data privacy, the risk inherent mishandling personal data, and the potential consequences of non-compliance with data privacy rules, such as HIPAA, FERPA and more.

**Business Ethics**
Our business ethics training content allows you to educate your users on the key legal requirements and ethical principles involved in working for your organization. The ultimate goal is to set a solid ethical framework and foundation to orient employees to do the right thing.

**Data Protection**
The overall goal of these courses is to create informed employees that can identify personally identifiable information (PII), understand how to handle it, and make better privacy decisions that ultimately reduce risk to your organization.

**Employment Law**
Our employment law training covers the federal and state laws that govern the workplace, including topics like discrimination, harassment, wage and hour laws, FMLA, and reasonable accommodations under the ADA.

The End of Expensive, Time-Consuming Compliance Training is Here
When you combine the power of the KnowBe4 platform with Compliance Plus, your organization can set up a fully automated compliance training program in a matter of minutes for a no-brainer price!

Compliance Plus can help you better equip your users with the knowledge and awareness to comply with regulatory laws, protect themselves from unprofessional and unsafe work environments, and safeguard your organization’s reputation. **Keep your users on their toes with compliance, risk and workplace safety top of mind!**

The Compliance Plus library is available as an optional add-on across any existing KnowBe4 Subscription Level.
Request a quote for KnowBe4’s Compliance Plus
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Learn more at:
oetc.org/knowbe4-and-oetc/

Why buy through OETC?

Cybersecurity expertise
OETC can help find the best option at the right price for your school, college or institution.

Discount pricing for education
Aggressive negotiation on behalf of our consortium gets members-only pricing and discounts.

Dedicated support
Our support team is always just a call away. Get your problems solved by real people in minutes.

Nonprofit values
As a nonprofit, OETC is dedicated to making educational technology affordable and accessible to all.